May I borrow your word?  Challenge 3

1. All these words for things to eat were originally borrowed from other languages. Draw a line to match the word on the left with the language it comes from on the right.

- ketchup
- spaghetti
- chocolate
- chutney
- coffee
- bagel
- quiche
- coleslaw
- baguette
- chapatti
- lasagne

- Italian
- Hindi
- Dutch
- Chinese
- French
- Nahuatl
- Hindi
- Arabic
- French
- Italian
- Yiddish

2. All of these words end in -o and have come into English from other languages. Write the words first then check in the Oxford School Dictionary of Word Origins to see if you were right.

a) a musical instrument with a keyboard (from Italian)

b) goods carried in a ship or aircraft (from Spanish)

c) a long loose Japanese robe (from Japanese)

d) something sung or played by one person (from Italian)

e) an Australian wild dog (from Australian Aboriginal)

f) a kind of gnat that sucks blood (from Spanish)